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About This Game

Bunny Madness Anarchy is a fast-paced, competitive third person shooter. Build a team based on unique characters in order to
crush your enemies. Face against each other in the intense Natural Selection mode, join forces to defeat waves of feral enemies,
enraged by indoctrination in the Infected Madness Mode, dominate your competition by capturing points in Hostile Takeover,

or bring back enemy supplies to your base in Supply Run. Over stunning environment, unique level design and original
soundtrack you and your friends will immerse yourselves into a war-torn civilization of bipedal animals where the madness has

taken over.

Features:

-Game Modes
-Each game mode includes local and online capabilities.

Infected Madness: Play against waves of Feral enemies. Battle solo or connect with up to 3 friends to help you survive the
madness.

Natural Selection: Up to eight (8) players can enjoy this mode. Team composition is key to crush the opposing team.
Hostile Takeover: Capture three (3) different points around the map and dominate your opponents.

Supply Run: Infiltrate the enemy base to gather supplies and bring them back to your base.

-Characters
-Malice - is quick and a little mad. He eliminates his enemies with dual pistols which he compliments with a sonar pulse, so not

one them may be spared.
-Ramree - his shotgun packs a punch and when combined with his stun grenade it is a deadly pair.
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-Magnus -strong and focused he will annihilate you with his machine gun, flash grenade combination.
-Lucky - he will scope you out with his sniper rifle or blow you up with his landmine, there's no hiding from him.

-Alan - a veteran soldier with enough experience to eliminate any enemy with his assault rifle and grenade.

Each character has a species based combat mechanic. Unique stats based on damage, speed and health recovery, depending on
the which character is chosen.

-Stages
All stages are playable in all game modes:

-The TSB Factory
-Training Station
-Alternate Reality
-Burrow City Hall
-Snow Wasteland

-Sequoia Forest Dam
-Downtown

-Original Soundtrack and SFX
 A fusion of live instruments and digital effects make for a unique and highly engaging soundtrack.

Character and weapon skins unlocked by level progression.
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Title: Bunny Madness Anarchy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MeepHead LLC
Publisher:
MeepHead LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(™) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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Grab the soundtrack; skip the game.

chipzel's soundtrack is amazing and absolutely worth the download. The game is boring. Simple steer left or right.. it kepp on
saying no response :(. Not bad. I almost put a hole in my ceiling while smacking my controller into it as I threw a grenade -_-

You really should make reloading something the user has to do, though. Once you've manually reloaded in a VR game, you
never want to go back to having it done for you.. Well, it's fine at the first 20-30 minutes...but then it's getting boring. Tron-like
world/graphics. Performance issues killed this game. FPS at about 10 to 12 makes me wonder how the developer dares to call
himself: premium.. It's fine, although expensive
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Feels like Early Access but it's not an Early Access game. I wish it was EA becuase then at least i would know more ocntent and
more plans are in the pipeline but as far as a fully released title goes it's probably only ever goign to add small content updates
via DLC in the future which is shame. Time will tell. How to study for school:
- Play recording of what you need to review
- Launch headcrab frenzy
- Struggle to kill headcrabs and study at the same time

10/10 would be entertained while studing again.
. A great throwback to old school Atari shooters, this game is very easy to learn and very fun to play! one of the biggest
surprises was the soundtrack, which is FANTASTIC!! Every song is different and fits that stage perfectly. Here is a video of my
play through through two levels!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/PsQ_icSIRAU. Very Fun Much Awesome Buy Like Right Now Light This Second SERIOUSLY!!!!! Why
Are You Still Reading This Go Buy This Super Mega Cool Game...........GO!!!!!. I found this to be both cute and emotional.

The main character is researching wildlife and living in the mountains alone for a year as part of the research but ends up
meeting the fox spirit; Mori. From there, adventures in learning more about each other's worlds and futures begins.

This game is not a prequel to Fox Hime; aside from the names Mori and Yan, this is an entirely new and different story that
happens.

The story was enjoyable and was a nice read. Would not mind a third visual novel for this series.. Quite good! I wish the
developer would put some more work into this game. Really fun little timewaster IMHO.. Comit the Astrodian 2 is reminiscent
of Sonic the Hedgehog.

You are a little brown ball who likes to run around collecting yellow stars, with an occasional red star thrown in for a bit of
variety.

There is some Sonic-style music that constantly plays in the background (I'm pretty sure that the guards play this music for
hours on end to prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, as a form of inhumane torture).

The game is designed for a controller, although it can be played with a keyboard as well.
However, at this stage, the keys cannot be changed.

If you liked playing Sonic the Hedgehog, then this might be a good game for you.
But I just found it annoying and boring.
I'm guessing that this is not my type of game.. Ahhh another for the Cherry Tree High saga, can\u00b4t wait for the next one,
ok i will give a quickly(medium) summary

This is so far my favorite game from the CTH games, the story is something like this, we are a teacher, you can name him, more
exactly a P.E teacher who is "forced" to choose from the most powerful students on the school to form a team of three and win
the mixed martial arts tournament, choose the wild luchador girl raised on Brazil\u00b4s jungle,the mad scientist who use drugs
to gain superhuman strenght, the \u00a8magical\u00a8 girl who is also a hardcore otaku, the young delinquent who destroy
everything on her path or the white haired cyborg who can shoot laser beams from her eyes...probably...

or many more!

the game is full with choices that change how your team see you and their team mates

you can choose your specialitation! will you be a sneaky teacher who knows everything with one gaze, a profesional healthcare,
or a man who let his words do the rest.

the game has also references to older games but is not necessary to play this for the story. A pretty okay game that gets sank by
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deciding that racism and sexism are a good stand-in for actually having to write jokes worth half a damn.
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